Q3279VWFD8
31.5 inch
(80.19 cm) LCD MONITOR
Stunning QHD resolution of 2560 x 1440 pixels delivers sharp,
clear images down to the finest detail.

FreeSync

FreeSync
Gaming occasionally? AOC delivers smooth
gameplay with AMD’s FreeSync technology, which matches the
framerate output of your GPU to your monitor’s refresh rate,
eliminating input lag, screen tear and stuttering. By choosing AOC,
you won’t stay behind innovations.

QHD Resolution
With 2560 x 1440 resolution, Quad HD (QHD)
offers superior picture quality and sharp imagery
that reveals the finest details. The widescreen 16:9
aspect ratio provides plenty of space to spread out and work, plus
allows you to enjoy games or movies in their original size.

IPS Panel
No matter if you are viewing photos, videos, a
magazine layout in InDesign or playing your
favourite game – we want your content to look
excellent from whatever angle you are seeing it.
That is why this display comes with an advanced IPS panel, which
produces brilliant colours and offers wide viewing angles. This way,
images always look excellent and accurate, regardless from which
angle you – or your friends and co-workers sitting or standing next
to you – are looking at the screen.

Big screen size
Big screen sizes give you more room to play with
applications, boosting your productivity. For
resolutions equal to or higher than QHD, big screen sizes result in
a comfortable pixel density, eliminating the need for scaling. Break
your chains - immerse yourselves in movies/games on huge
displays!

Flicker Free
AOC Flicker-Free Technology utilises a DC (Direct
Current) backlight panel, reducing flickering light
levels. With eye strain and fatigue absolutely
minimized, feel free to enjoy those long, intense gaming sessions
in comfort!

Screen Details

Ergonomics

Color

Black/Silver

Resolution

2560x1440 PX

Refresh rate

75Hz

Response time

5 ms

Panel

IPS

Backlight

WLED

sRGB Coverage (%)

98

flickerfree

✔

Aspect ratio

16:9

Brightness (typical)

250 cd/m²

Contrast (dynamic)

20M:1

Contrast (static)

3000:1

Pixel Pitch (H) (V)

0.273

Diagonal (inch)

31.5 inch

Active Screen Area (HxW)

698.88 x 393.12 mm

Viewing angle (CR10)

178/178 º

Display Colours

1.07 Billion

Regulations

Weight without stand

0

Adobe RGB Coverage (%)

84

TUV-Bauart 1, CE 1, TCO 6, FCC 1, EAC 1, Rohs compliant 1,
Reach compliant 1,

OSD languages

EN, FR , ES, PT, DE, IT, NL, SE,
FI, PL ,CZ, RU, KR, CN (T), CN
(S), JP

Connections
Signal Input

HDMI 1.4 x 1, VGA, DVI,
DisplayPort 1.2 x 1

Audio output

Headphone out (3,5mm)

What's in the box
HDMI cable (1.5m m), Displayport Cable (1.5m m), Power Cable C5
(1,2 m),

Sustainability
• Environmental and energy: RoHS, Lead-free, Mercury Free
• Recyclable packaging material: 100 %

Tilt

-2/+21.5 °

Power details
Powersupply

External

Powersource

100 - 240V 50/60Hz

Power Consumption

On 45 watt, Off 0.5 watt
Standby 0.5 watt,

Dimensions
Product Dimensions (incl base)

425.09 x 729.59 x 153.2 mm

CartonDimensions

839 x 183 x 640 mm

Net Weight (excl package)

7 Kg

Gross Weight (incl package)

10.2 Kg

Warranty
WarrantyPeriod

3 Years

EAN

4038986116480

MTBF

50.000 hours

